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Principal’s Message 

We the Agnesians do believe in the inclusiveness of everyone and    

everything. We make it a point to celebrate all that helps us to mark the 

events of the month memorable one for all our readers. The month of 

August was filled with series of programmes. Various activities like 

intra and intercollegiate competitions, loving tribute to our motherland, 

respectful honour to the elders and many other events have helped our 

students in becoming aware of the varied aspects of the society in which 

they live and move. I congratulate and appreciate each and every staff 

and student who used various mediums of expression to present their 

ideas. As long as our ideas are expressed and thoughts kindled we can 

be sure of learning, as everything begins with an idea. Just as our    

mother earth gives us more and more, SAPUC will enable our learners 

to give and get a little more of learning. Happy reading. 
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AUGUST 

1    0 FLOOD RELIEF 

Every year people eagerly wait for rainy season but unfortunately it did not appear as regular in June this year. 

The rain started in August and all the human beings, plants and animals felt happy with the showers as they were 

suffering from intense heat of the sun and lack of water during summer. As the days passed  by the intensity of 

the rain increased to such an extent that we never imagined. The rain turned into  floods and the effect of floods 

is seen in many lives lost in various parts of  India.  Everyone had to face a very tough time during August, many 

have lost their houses, properties, agricultural land, life etc. The schools and colleges had holidays declared for 

safety. 

Gayathri  

I HEPP 
 

While God had saved most of us from peril many of our brethren were suffering. It 

was also an opportunity for the rest of us to practice generosity. Therefore many 

human hearts extended their support through cash and kind. We the students of St 

Agnes PU College also showed our solidarity by collecting funds and distributing to 

the needy. We offered special prayers for the affected and pleaded the Lord to    

inspire many people to extend their helping hand. 
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AUGUST 
FRIENDSHIP DAY 

All of us have that one person in our lives whose absence makes us feel meaningless and that person 

is a ‘friend’. No matter how much you argue with your friend over little things, ultimately you love her 

for who she is . None of those petty, expensive gifts or sweet words mean anything if one can’t       

appreciate the little things that matter to keep up a good friendship. I am lucky enough to have one 

such best friend in my life. My dear friend you’re the reason I smile these days in the absence of my 

parents. I think I have found that someone who can give me faith in friendship again, someone who 

can make me believe that even if things are hard in life, I don’t have to worry as I have found that 

someone who can help me make it through. You are that someone who fills an empty space in my 

mind and heart, someone who makes me feel worth, someone who’s enough to share everything, 

someone who can accept me the way I am. 

I have been hurt so many times in the past that it takes a lot for me to trust someone now. Ever since 

you came into my life, I am new once again. You bring out the best part of me that I never knew      

existed in me. You make me turn into a better person which no one else can do. I now have a reason 

to live, a cause, a reason to believe in all the wonderful moments of life. You gave me respect, love 

and care. Yes, I love you, for all these special qualities and much more. I know you love me and really 

care about me. I know you want me to smile even when you’re not by my side. I know you want me to 

enjoy my life even when you don’t. As long as you are by my side, I can fight the world but I can’t 

stand alone. I need to tell you that my friend is very special in the world. Thank you so much dear 

friend for coming into my life. 

Anujna T S         

II PCMB A 

5    0 
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AUGUST 

4 1 INTEGRATION DAY 

National Integration Day was celebrated in St Agnes PU College on the 14  August. The college was 

honoured to have Lt. Col. Gracian Sequeira as the chief guest. Our esteemed chief guest led the oath 

taking ceremony for the NCC cadets which was followed by rendering respect to country through  the 

NCC song. 

The chief guest’s heart-warming speech on secularism filled the audience with patriotism and love for 

one another. The performers of the program were well prepared even though they had very little time 

to practice. The dances showcased the existence of diverse culture in India. The dance drama           

performed on Uri and Pulwama attack was not only painful and saddening to watch but also showed 

the audience the importance of the armed forces.  

B Rischika Thimmaiah 

II BSBA 

It exhibited the selfless service rendered by them risking their 

lives for the country and its people. It awakened a sentiment 

of loyalty and devotion to Mother India. 

4    1 
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AUGUST 

4 1 AGNATHON 

I’ve come to believe that each of us has a personal calling that’s as unique as a fingerprint and that the best 

way to succeed is to discover what you love and then find a way to offer it to others in the form of service, 

working hard and also allowing the energy of the universe to lead you”- Ophra  Winfrey. Through a short           

journey of one month, working for Agnathon 2019 is what we have learnt. Every member of the cabinet 

showed great zeal and enthusiasm. Be it early mornings or staying late, sacrificing lunch breaks and holidays, 

we have worked day and night on banners, backdrop, compering speeches, planning the events, inviting        

colleges which was an enormous task. We have  displayed our strength through our challenges to achieve one 

goal. As South Canara, was covered with floods and the incessant downpours of rains, we were undeterred and 

our prayers were answered. Sun shined brightly on 16th August and the cabinet members escorted the        

participants in their black suits. The air was filled with excitement and the unmatched passion of students. 

We started with a grand inauguration programme through a beautiful prayer song, by our college choir and 

were graced with a classical dance performance. The participants were provided with a sumptuous breakfast 

and proceeded to the various venues in our sprawling campus, the events included talent show, tech fair,    

enigma, quiz, gourmet, Bhavageethe, Da Vinci’s canvas, smart buy, fashion show, stress interview, Laasya place 

con-currently. It was a wonderful display of talents and the judges had a job at hand. The cabinet members and 

lecturers were on their toes managing the events, taking care of their guests and ensuring smooth sailing. The 

day flew by at a light speed and the grand finale was at hand. I had the privilege of compering the closing    cer-

emony and I should see the excitement and tension on the faces of the participants. The champions roared 

with happiness as the awards were declared and tears of joy rolled down their cheeks.  

Naomi Flavia Pereira 

II SEBA ‘B’ 

The Principal, staff and the cabinet members beamed with pride at the 

triumphant completion of  Agnathon 2019. 

6    1 
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AUGUST 
THE GREATEST REVOLUTIONARY 

Essay writing on ‘Mahatma Gandhi – The greatest Revolutionary of 20th century’ conducted by CASK 

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others” was truly said and followed 

by Mahatma Gandhi throughout his life. Mahatma Gandhi – a man with simple life and high thinking 

was born on 2nd October, 1869 in Porbander. He is one such figure who has moved the entire India 

with his thoughts and ideas. He was one of the greatest revolutionary of the 20th century who fought 

for our freedom with one tool non-violence. Throughout his life in India and South Africa, he was a 

man who fought for the rights and dignity of people. He left his successful career of a lawyer to      

participate in the long struggle for Independence along with other freedom fighters. Throughout his 

travelling in India he observed his own people suffering and, he decided to free Indian’s from the 

British’s rule. He knew that Britishers were strong, but his determination was strong and firm enough 

to reach his ultimate goal. Non-violence probably played an important role in his fight for freedom. 

According to him ‘an eye for eye only ends up making the whole world blind.’ He never thought of 

war to attain freedom. He gave equal importance to everyone’s life and said, “Hate the sin, but not 

the sinner.” He believed that forgiving was one of the most important aspect which each individual 

should practice and he also said, that “The weak can never forgive, Forgiveness is the attribute of the 

strong.” Imagine attaining freedom from Britishers without a bloody war and violence. Yes, sounds 

impossible but it was Mahatma Gandhi who made it possible. He carried out various movements like 

non-cooperation, civil disobedience, champaran movement etc. He always stood for human rights. 

According to him “Humanity is an ocean, if few drops of the ocean are dirty, the ocean does not      

become dirty.” Thus, one should never lose hope in humanity. Mahatma Gandhi was such a great soul 

that he was known for the methods through which he fought for the freedom of Indians and this is 

the reason his date of birth is observed as ‘International day of non-violence. This year all over the 

world people will celebrate the 150th birthday of Mahatma Gandhi. He also fought for the equal rights 

of those that belong to minority groups. The word ‘Mahatma’ conferred on him means ‘great soul’. 

Mahatma Gandhi said, ‘In a gentle way, we can shake the world’ and he really became successful in 

doing this. Non-violence, truth and great leadership qualities are what comes to our mind when we 

think about Mahatma Gandhi. He gave his sweat and blood for the attainment of Indian                     

Independence. He has really been a true inspiration for the past generations and the generations to 

come with his views of non-violence, tolerance, truth and social welfare. Mahatma Gandhi said, “I will 

not let   anyone walk through my mind with their dirty feet”. He never let anyone corrupt his mind. 

He is the reason all Indians are independent today and have their own rights. He is the one who      

created the greatest revolution in the 20th century. 
Riya Dsouza 

I PCBH           

7    1 
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AUGUST 
ELDERS’ DAY 

Every year 21st August is celebrated as the International day for all elders. The day is acknowledged to 

raise awareness about the issues affecting older people such as deterioration with age and to examine 

issue that affect their lives such as abuse. It is also a day to recognize and appreciate the contribution 

that elderly people make to a society. 

Our college had organized a special event on this occasion, grandparents of the students were invited. 

They were warmly welcomed with a rose. There were various games like eating muruku and lighting 

the candle. Special performance was organized to pay a tribute to the elders. The Agnesians dedicated 

the day to acknowledge their love and efforts. 

We were enlightened by the chief guest’s speech the successful event was published in the newspaper. 

Their presence reminded us of our grandparents. We need to thank and acknowledge elders for all they 

have done for us. It got back memories for most of us. 

 

Aretha D’mello 

I SEBA ‘A’ Batch 

0    2 

We learnt the importance of the senior citizens of our nation. 

Our respect towards them has increased. We get to learn a lot 
from them. We should not underestimate our grandparents. 
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AUGUST 

PERIODIC TABLEPERIODIC TABLEPERIODIC TABLEPERIODIC TABLE    

 Wives whose husbands are connected to chemistry really hate me, in fact they even feel jealous of me. This is because their husbands 

might fail to remember their birthdates or anniversary dates but would never forget any of my numbers. Do you’ll know who am I? I am 

the one with rows and columns. I am none other than the famous Periodic table. When Dmitri Mendeleev proposed his periodic table 

no one knew what was inside an atom. Today, we know the elements’ place on the table, along with its chemical proper"es. Let me just 

give you’ll a brief introduc"on of the most amazing discovery in this chemistry field. In 1969 German merchant and amateur chemist 

Henning Brand heated residues from boiled urine, liquid dropped out and burst into flames. This was the first discovery of phosphorous. 

By 1809 at least 47 elements were discovered and scien"sts began to see pa2erns in the characteris"cs. In 1863 English chemist John 

Newlands divided the then discovered 56 elements into 11 groups based on characteris"cs. In 1869 Russian chemist Dmitri Mendeleev 

started the development of the periodic table, arranging the chemical elements by their atomic masses. Henry   Moseley rearranged the 

periodic table according to the atomic number of the elements and thus we received a boon from these great discoverers. Even though 

the periodic table was proposed 150 years ago, as chemistry students we hardly know 25-30 elements according to their atomic num-

bers. We are grateful that our lecturers gave us an opportunity to prepare a periodic table because during the process we got to know a 

lot about these elements. “UNITY IS STRENGTH .WHEN THERE IS TEAMWORK AND COLLABORATION , WONDERFUL THINGS CAN BE 

ACHIEVED.” The above quote by MaFe  Stepanck is very apt for our class. Wondering why am I saying this? 

Anisha Sequeira 

  II PCMB ‘B’ 

1    2 

AUGUST 

WEALTH  IN  WASTEWEALTH  IN  WASTEWEALTH  IN  WASTEWEALTH  IN  WASTE    1    2 

Waste is basically things that we have consumed and used its primary purpose, then aGer doing so, dispose them accordingly 

like papers that we have printed for school purpose, "n cans from spams and other preserved foods, even the boxes that our 

pairs shoes come from.  From these waste do you know  we s"ll could made something out of it? There is this idea or thought 

“ wealth from waste”. It is quite common idea for most of us but to shed light to other it is called recycling. Instead of buying 

expensive materials we can rely on our crea"ve minds in order to work on things that we have. This kind of thinking can be 

applied on craGy materials like school materials or arts and toys or even inven"ons that can be found from old electronic 

things. It was indeed great experience par"cipa"ng in the wealth out of waste compe""on, which gave us an experience of 

doing things in a be2er way. We used waste materials such as coconut shells, glass bo2les, waste rope, broom s"cks to be a 

home décor  to make the house look even beau"ful. On winning the third place we were indeed happy . The judges advised  

us to pursue such ac"vi"es in the future par"cipate with even more crea"ve ideas, excitement and joy. 

Riya Veigas 

II CEBA    

 

This is because our whole class has contributed to make our very own periodic table in some way or 

the other .Our Class Representa"ves had formed a group well in advance who were given the     

responsibility of the chart and its presenta"on. Each one of us felt really proud, contented and     

happy when we saw our periodic table. All of us were on cloud 9 when it was announced that we 

had won the first place in the compe""on. 
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AUGUST 

PRERANAPRERANAPRERANAPRERANA    2    2 

I’ve been geFng training in Karate for over 3 years now and I am a Green belt. 

In a world where we are exposed to more and more dangers of crime, it is    

important to know a few self-defence moves because no one knows if we might 

end up in a situa"on where we have to use them. Through karate, I have       

developed the speed in which to react when someone throws a punch and I 

have learnt how to get our grabs and holds. Karate has also developed my   

character and my personality.  

I didn’t think that I’d be geFng training for so long and enjoying it as much as I do. Karate has definitely 

improved my self-confidence. I recently par"cipated in a State level open Karate championship 2019 held 

on 18 August 2019 at Koragappa Kalyana Mantapa Shree Gokarnanatheshwara Temple Kudroli           

Mangaluru and secured 2
nd

 Place in KATA and KUMITE. I never thought I’d be able to do it, but I did and I 

am very proud of myself for having achieved it and I do hope to do it again in the future. My main goal in 

Karate is to achieve my black belt, which I will con"nue to strive to reach. I’m enjoying my Karate journey 

which teaches us not to give up on our dreams and I’m glad that it has helped to shape the person that I 

am today. I can’t imagine my life without it.  

AUGUST 

KANNADA DEBATEKANNADA DEBATEKANNADA DEBATEKANNADA DEBATE    2    2 

Shreya 

II BEBA 
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AUGUST 

MOTHER ALOYSIAMOTHER ALOYSIAMOTHER ALOYSIAMOTHER ALOYSIA    

Educa"on is incomplete without the forma"on of character says Mother Aloysia A.C, Founder of St     

Agnes Ins"tu"ons. An input session for the college faculty was organized on August 27
th

, on the “ Life of 

Mother Aloysia”. Sr. Sylve2e, former lecturer at St Agnes PU College was the speaker. Sister, briefed us 

on the early life of Mother Aloysia –Pioneer of Educa"on. Mother Aloysia was a capable administrator, 

an innova"ve teacher and a great educa"onist. She derived her strength, knowledge and vision from 

God. She was regarded as the ‘Mental Power House of the Congrega"on’ for the love she had towards 

the congrega"on and the hardwork she put in to introduce educa"on in the lives of many. She started 

schools at Malabar coast, Ceylon, Gujarat. But Star"ng of St Agnes First Grade College for Women at 

Bendore, in the year 1921, was considered as a ‘Crown of Mother Aloysia’. Its because of her vision and 

mission, so many women have studied and passed through the portals of St Agnes Ins"tu"ons being 

strong, successful and have made a mark in the society. This session  enlightened us on various aspects 

that would help us to become be2er teachers and be2er human beings. 

6    2 

AUGUST 

A BETTER PERSONALITYA BETTER PERSONALITYA BETTER PERSONALITYA BETTER PERSONALITY    7    2 

The staff of St Agnes P U College had a very informa"ve, interac"ve and enjoyable session by Mrs     

Malini Hebbar, Associate Professor in English, St Agnes College on 28 August 2019 in the AV Room at    

3 pm. 

Mrs Malini gave her insight on how to boost personal effec"veness. She advised the staff to develop 

quali"es of lateral thinking and "me management. In her opinion, a smile and eye contact are the ini"al 

steps in becoming effec"ve as a teacher. As a par"ng advice, she said every teacher must be open to 

change. 
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AUGUST 

ETHNIC DAYETHNIC DAYETHNIC DAYETHNIC DAY    

In the era of moderniza"on and westerniza"on when most of the people are moving away from their own culture and 

history, events like ethnic day enable the youth to revive, love and respect their own culture and history. Diversity makes 

the world more beau"ful. On the 31
  
August 2019, the students of St Agnes PU College celebrated Ethnic Day in full pomp 

and splendor. The theme which our class I HEPP had selected was ‘Unity in Diversity’. Instead of choosing a par"cular   

culture, each student wore aFres belonging to different ethnicity while some wore a lehenga, a few others wore a        

Pa"ala,a few girls draped a pre2y saree and some others wore a gown. There was an award for the best dressed class.          

Impressed by the presenta"on of our class, the judges scored us the highest and awarded us the "tle of the ‘best dressed 

class’. Later all the students assembled in the college auditorium to witness the fashion show conducted by both the 

teachers as well as the students. Everyone par"cipated with complete enthusiasm and the audience helped in boos"ng 

their confidence. When all the students got together, they leG behind all their differences and realised that all of them 

shared the same common root. Ethnicity plays a major role in student’s personality and on this Ethnic Day, all the students 

strongly  promoted the saying ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ – the whole world is a family. 

6    2 

AUGUST 

NCCNCCNCCNCC    7    2 

 The Na"onal Cadet corps (NCC) is a voluntary organisa"on engaged in 

grooming the youth of the country into disciplined and patrio"c ci"zens. 

They recruit students (Cadets) from schools and colleges across the country 

and give them basic military training in small arms and parades. 

The annual training camp (ATC) was conducted by 18 KAR Batallion in Moodabidri on 26
 
May 2019. About 12 cadets    

a2ended this camp from our college. As we reached the camp site all of us were quite nervous as it was our first camp in 

NCC. But as the days passed by our nervousness was replaced by a feeling of thrill and excitement. The early morning drill 

drove away our laziness and we were quite fresh and ac"ve throughout the day. Time management was given a lot of                

importance in the camp equally discipline. The camp was also included drill prac"ce, weapon training, theory classes based 

on the topics such as health and hygiene, map reading etc. the compe""ons that were conducted not only provided a 

plaPorm for us to exhibit our talents but most importantly focussed on team work, how to support each other. There were 

cadets from different colleges which facilitated free interac"on and mutual sharing of ideas. The military officials who      

usually appear stern, commanding and serious were quite suppor"ve, cheerful and a great inspira"on to all of us at the 

camp. The days we spent in the camp have taught us discipline, mutual respect, co-ordina"on and has infused courage, 

strength and mo"va"on to contribute our share towards our motherland. 

We were sad when the camp came to an end. But when we returned we brought 

a very big suitcase of beau"ful memories, new friends, unforge2able               

experiences, lessons and challenges to develop ourselves. 

Melita Riya Tellis 

II PCMB ‘B’   

Nishkala She2y 
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AUGUST 

HINDI STORY WRITINGHINDI STORY WRITINGHINDI STORY WRITINGHINDI STORY WRITING    0    3 

 

Aiman Hussain 

II BEBA 
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NISHANISHANISHANISHA————AN ALUMNIAN ALUMNIAN ALUMNIAN ALUMNI    

 

St Agnes PU College congratulates Miss Nisha(2017-19) on her achievement at the Asian Con"nental 

Rope Skipping Championship held at Nonthaburi, Thailand from 19th July to 21st July 2019. She has 

bagged the Silver Medal in Single Rope Speed Relay and Double Dutch Free Style and Bronze Medal in 

Double Dutch Speed Relay. She has made her country and alma mater proud. We wish her good luck 

and hope that she reaches the zenith of success soon.  

Nisha  is an example of hardwork and a light house of discipline. Her constant efforts and maximum 

coopera"on along with the guide, inspires the youth to pursue ones dreams and aspira"ons. She is yet 

another example of what a woman can achieve and how she can balance her academics and                

co-curricular ac"vi"es bringing name and fame to her home and alma mater. 


